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Blurb

I’m a 20 something year old software engineer with a penchant for web applications. Technology excites me and I love building things that delight others.

Education

B.A.(Mod.), Computer Science
Trinity College Dublin, 2017, First Class Honours.

Experience

Product Engineer
Apr 2018 - Present
Intercom, Dublin. Design Systems - built reusable components, patterns, and
supporting tooling and live documentation systems to support rapid iteration
and accelerate product development lifecycles while maintaining consistency and
our high bar for interface, experience, and performance.
Software Engineer
May 2017 - Apr 2018
PageFair, Dublin. Shipped code to billions of pageviews per month. Championed
Elixir implementations of production components. Designed, built, and provisioned core ad-tech applications and services. Optimised existing infrastructure
for cost savings and fault tolerance.
Software Engineering Consultant
Aug - Nov 2017
Swrve, Dublin. Built new generalised timeseries data reporting interface systems
and consolidated existing reporting functionality.
Software Engineering Intern
May - Sep 2016
PageFair, Dublin. Performed in-house research and development, built internal
ad-tech tools and performance benchmarks.

Competencies

Very comfortable in a *nix shell, cultivating a wicked set of dotfiles. Fluent in
git porcelain with speedy aliases committed to muscle memory. A solid understanding of (and reverence for) CI+CD workflows and production systems.
Recent professional and personal experience with a bunch of tools, most often leaning towards the front end of the web stack: JS (build systems[webpack,
broccoli], node, es5+, transpilation, dom apis, performance audits), Ember, CSS
(precompilers, autoprefixers, browser support matrices, magic), Web accessibility.
Rusty professional experience with a great deal more: TS, React + Redux,
Elixir, Phoenix, Rails, Docker, C, AWS [vpc, cloudformation, r53, ec2(lc, asg, lb),
ecs(+registry)], Electron, Phonegap + Ionic, Saltstack, Jenkins(+blue ocean),
etc.

Nat. Langs.

English(C2), Gaeilge(A2), Svenska(A1)

Interests

Svenska, Functional Programming, Games(Video & Board), Design Principles.

CEFR

